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Modified Bloom’s Taxonomy  
for Social Media
Bloom’s taxonomy is a framework to classify  
educational objectives and ensure congruence with 
delivery methods and assessment.2 We modified this 
framework for learner engagement with social media. 

Anatomy of a Tweet
Tweet: A 280-character public message

@Handle: A name used  
to link someone to a tweet

#Hashtag: A phrase used  
to group tweets by topic

Analytics: Check how 
many people have seen 
or engaged with your 
own tweet

Retweet: Promote 
someone else’s tweet 
and save the tweet on 
your page

Share: Send a tweet directly 
to another handle or export 
from Twitter 

Reply: Respond to someone 
else’s tweet or link your own 
tweets by replying to yourself

Like: Show support for 
someone else's tweet

Create
Developing new ideas, social movements,  
collaborations, or content

Discuss
Critically evaluating content, adding  
comments, participating/debating  
in group discussions

Promote
Sharing content (i.e., tweeting and 
retweeting), including personal/ 
program achievements

Consume
Reading content produced  
by others

Ways to use Twitter in #MedEd

Take a timeout

• Explanation: Sharing discrete concepts or facts with followers during an “educational timeout.” 
• Examples: #PostItPearls limits the teaching topic to what will fit on a sticky note, promoting quick  

but high-yield learning.
• Tip: Tweet one fact you learn each day in your area of interest. Ask learners to do the same!

Tweet a tutorial

• Explanation: Linking tweets sequentially to create a lesson on a single topic, often incorporating 
Twitter’s polling feature, reference links, or images to promote learner interaction.

• Examples: @Tony_Breu’s “tweetorials” explain interesting physiology. @AdamRodmanMD teaches  
about medical history. 

• Tip: Convert a topic you typically teach into a tweetorial by replying sequentially to your own tweets. 
Include images or polls.

Ask a question

• Explanation: Posing a clinical question to learners, allowing for both online and in-person discussion  
of answers.

• Examples: @GreenQOD and @NestlerQODay “flip” teaching on rounds with daily questions.
• Tip: Gamify a question of the day, assigning points for speed and accuracy. Partner with your librarian  

for added evidence-based medicine impact!

Chat about it

• Explanation: Scheduling online time to discuss a topic or journal article by exchanging tweets.
• Examples: #MedEdChat engages educators and allows for networking. #NephJC is a national specialty-

specific journal club where peers discuss new articles.
• Tip: Join an existing chat to learn synchronously or engage asynchronously by searching the chat’s hashtag.

Create a space
• Explanation: Engaging a community with a hashtag or handle.
• Examples: #TipsForNewDocs allows new interns to access advice from peers and seasoned faculty.
• Tip: Create your own handle or hashtag and design an out-of-classroom activity for a course or rotation. 
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Your @Attending Will 
#Tweet You Now: Using 
Twitter in Medical Education
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Twitter is a publicly available, highly flexible social media platform that contains a vast amount of consumable 
information. As a medical education tool, Twitter allows users to read, create, and share content, and to join and 
participate in online networks and communities. Twitter flattens traditional hierarchies and provides learners with 
"access and voice."1 Medical educators and learners can use the platform to target specific levels of educational 
objectives, as defined by a modified Bloom’s taxonomy for social media.
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